
 

 

      

 

Autumn Term Overviews P.S.H.E 2020 

 



6.Our Learning Charter 

This ‘Open My Mind’ session looks to divide the children into 5 or 6 

groups, ideally with people they are not used to working with. The group 

will be challenged to make the tallest tower they can from tubes of rolled 

up newspaper and sticky tape. Set a timer for 5 minutes for the task. Give 

them no guidance about how to organise the task and the group at this 

point. They will take part on deciding on 6 ‘rules’ that would be helpful 

for working in groups and write them onto post-it notes. After each post- it 

note is written, the children will be asked to bring them to the front to sort 

them into categories (putting similar ‘rules’ together). The children will be 

able to reflect on why the rules are more likely to be followed, compared to 

rules that are given with no consultation. 

 

7.Owning our Learning Charter 

The children will work into four groups and be given handouts. The sce-

narios contain ‘sensitive issues’ and may be pertinent to some children in 

the class. If this is the case, these children should be consulted before the 

lesson to check they are happy for the scenario to be used.  If you need to, 

you can write alternative scenarios if they are more appropriate or use one 

or two of the scenarios with more than one group. Each scenario asks the 

children to offer some advice. There are also questions on the scenario 

cards that will prompt them about things they can include in their advice. 

At the end of the lesson, each group will share the advice they are offering 

the child in the scenario through a piece of drama. 

 

8. Keeping our teeth clean 

Children will discuss different ways to look after their teeth and identify 

which food and drink have different sugar content levels. The children 

will also develop a timetable for the week with the focus of identifying how 

many times a week they brush their teeth and how many times a week you 

should. Children will create a tooth box to keep their loose teeth safe. 

Being Me In My World  - P.S.H.E Year 51. School council 
The children will discuss ‘what is a school council?’ and discuss why 
we need a school council in school. The children will be given an op-
portunity to think about why would they like to be a school council and 
what characteristics you need to be a school councillor. The children 
who would like to be a school councillor will stand up in and tell the 
class why think they should do this.  
  

2.My Year Ahead 
‘Ground rules’ will be set by using ‘The Jigsaw Charter’. This needs to 
include: The right to pass, respect for each other and confidentiality. 
The children will discuss what their concerns are for the year and 
what they are looking forward to. 
 
  

3. Being a Citizen of My Country 
The ‘Open My Mind’ section will show a range of different children. 
The children will have a discussion about the UNCRC (United Nation 
Convention on the Rights of the Child). Explain that it is an interna-
tional charter that was written to guarantee the rights of all children. 
In groups, the children will list what rights they think all children 
should have. Their ideas will be shared and a set of UNCRC Article 
cards to each group will be handed out. The children will see if any of 
the rights on the cards matched with their ideas. Are there some 
rights that they hadn’t thought of that are important? The children 
will discuss: What is a refugee? How can we tell?. Information will be 
drawn out that people can have stereotypical ideas of what a refugee 
looks like because of pictures in the media, for example, and we can’t 
necessarily tell by someone’s appearance or behaviour. For example, the 
little girl on the horse may have been a refugee as a baby but her life 
has improved since then. How can we know that from just a picture? 
Reinforce that it’s hard to tell without actually knowing. 
 

  

. Autumn 1 Term 

Jigsaw is the mindful approach to PSHE, bringing together 
Personal, Social, Health Education, emotional literacy, social 
skills and spiritual development in a  comprehensive 
scheme of learning. 

  

Vocabulary focus 
Safe, Special, Happy, Calm, Social Distancing,  Lockdown, 
Covid-19, Coronavirus, Charter, Healthy Body, Healthy Mind, 
Connection, Social Distancing, Education, Appreciation, Op-
portunities, Goals, Motivation, Vision, Hopes, Challenge, 
Rights, Responsibilities, Citizen, Denied, Empathise, Refugee, 
Persecution, Conflict, Asylum, Migrant. Rights Responsibili-

ties Rewards Consequences Cooperation Collaboration 
Learning Charter Collaboration Participation Motivation 
Rights Responsibilities Rewards Consequences  
 

4.Year 5 Responsibilities 
The session will reflect on the definitions of a refugee from 
the last lesson. The children will be playing a game to gain a 
better understanding about refugees. There are refugees in 
countries all over the world. The children will work in pairs 
and think of some of the issues that a refugee or asylum 
seeker might face when coming to live in a new country. Us-
ing Jigsaw Jez as the talking object, Jez will go around the 
circle and ask each pair to share their ideas. A soft sponge 
ball/ tennis ball will be handed out to each pair. Explain that 
they need to imagine that their issue is represented by the 
ball. Ask a child to be in role as the refugee and stand in the 
middle of the circle. Their job is to catch and try to hold all 
the balls as they are rolled to them. Invite each pair to start 
gently rolling the ball towards the child in the middle who 
won’t be 



5. Does Money Matter? 

The children will be shown a BBC Learning Clip 13599. This clip is approx-
imately 11 minutes long. Each group will have a set of the happiness cards, 
including two blank cards. The children will discuss differences between 
their personal continuums and the cocoa plantation children’s continuum 
and think about why they might be different. As a class, they will draw 
together some of the main learning points, i.e. what we value often depends 
on our culture and situation. Ask the class what they think would make he 
Ghanaian children happier, which is linked to the 
video clip. 

 

 

 

6.Celebrating Difference Across the World 

The children will be split into four groups. The children will split into dif-
ferent groups and will do a different task as follows: Group 1: The task is to 

produce a culture wheel for a child who works on a cocoa plantation and 
compare it to theirs. Group 2: The task is to produce a culture wheel for 
Joseph and compare it to theirs. Group 3: Imagine that a child from a 
cocoa farm is going to live in a different country and go to school there. 
Can the children identify and list any reasons why this child might be bul-

lied? Can they identify if the bullying is direct or indirect? Group 4: Imag-

ine that Joseph is going to live in a different country and go to school 
there. Can the children identify and list any reasons why Joseph might be 
bullied? Can they identify if the bullying is direct or indirect? Allow time for 
the children to discuss and create their culture wheels or lists. The children 
will feed back in turn. The children focus on the importance of understand-
ing difference and diversity, and the problems of stereotyping to ensure that 
we don’t discriminate. 

 

 

 

 

 

Celebrating Difference 

P.S.H.E Year 5 Autumn 2 

1.Different cultures 

The children will take part in a Speed Dating Students game. Find a part-
ner, preferably someone they usually don’t interact with. The children will be 
given 1 minute for them to compare their culture wheels and find one aspect 
that is similar, and one that is different. When a signal is heard, the cou-
ples split and find a new partner and repeat the process.  Then the inner 
circle can move around while the outer circle stays put. If time allows repeat 
3 or 4 more times. The focus is on  to show children that we all have dif-
ferent cultures. 

 

2. Racism 

The children will be asked if they know what racism is? It will be explained 
or clarified that it is discrimination or a negative judgement about someone 
due to the colour of their skin or their race and might include their beliefs 
or religion. It will be explained that all forms of racism is unacceptable. A 
picture will be shown of Abdul and Atira to the children and explain that 
they have to imagine the children are moving to a new school (not the school 
you are in). They will be divided into groups and handed out a set of Abdul 
and Atira Fact Cards to each. The children will rank the cards in order 
using the following question: “Which of these facts might cause Abdul and 
Atira to face racism in their new school? Rank them from 1 to 9. (1 being 
the fact that you think is most likely to make other children tease/bully 
them, with 9 being the least likely).” Explain there is no right or wrong an-
swer - just come to an agreement in your group. The children will explain 
that different groups may choose a different order, and that’s OK.. The 
children will give some feedback from each group and discuss. Draw out the 
features of a person’s culture that may influence people to be racist towards 
them and reinforce that this behaviour is unacceptable and 
should be challenged. 

3.Rumours and Name-calling 

The children will discuss the following scenario: a picture of girl called Carol 
will be displayed on the whiteboard). Scenario: “Carol has recently moved to 
the school. She has few friends and recently a group of girls has made it 
obvious they will not accept her into their group, by isolating her and giving 
her nasty looks. They make her feel like they are talking about her and 

she has recently begun to receive anonymous text messages calling her names. 
Carol feels very lonely, sad and isolated and is feeling scared about coming 
to school.” In talking partners, ask the children to decide whether or not 
Carol is being bullied and to give their reasons. The children will give feed-

back and  reinforce the facts about bullying and share what they can 
remember from previous lessons: 1. It doesn’t just happen once: it goes on over 
time and happens again and again 2. It is deliberate: hurting someone on 
purpose, not accidentally 3. It is unfair: the person doing the bullying is 
older, stronger and more powerful. 

Vocabulary focus  

Culture, Conflict, Difference, Similarity, Belong, Culture wheel, 
Racism, Colour, Race, Discrimination, Culture Ribbon, Bullying, 
Rumour, Name-calling, Racist, Homophobic, Cyber-bullying, Texting, 
Problem-solving, Indirect, Direct, Happiness, Difference, Similarity, 

Continuum, Developing World, Racism, Culture Celebration, Arte-
facts, Display, Presentation. 

 
4.Types of Bullying 

In the ‘Open My Mind’ section, a following 

statement will be read out one at a time, from 

the direct/indirect bullying list below. Children will stand in either 
the direct or indirect corner of the room, according to whether they 
think the behaviour you have read out is a form of direct or indi-
rect bullying. 1. Jasmine hides Kevin’s lunchbox every day 2. Olayin-
ka trips up Yussef every time he passes by her 3. Elliot calls Mo-
hammed names on the bus to school every morning 4. Ella and her 
friends ignore Sally and gives her nasty looks 5. Marcus keeps per-
suading his friends to take away Connor’s friends so that Connor 
has no-one to play with 6. Ahmed is frequently texting messages to 
Billy, threatening to beat him up on the way home from school 7. 
Ryan keeps finding his pencils, rulers and equipment broken up into 
pieces in his tray. The children will discuss different types of     
bullying. 



 

 

 

 

 

Recovery Page P.S.H.E 

 Year 5 Autumn 1 

1.Coming together again Tell-me-or-show-me activity: The children will think 
of a time when they felt welcome somewhere and the words or feelings that 
pop into their minds when they think about that time. The teacher will share 
a time when they started a new school and how you had a welcome meeting 
and were given a folder of useful information, including who to talk to if 
you weren’t sure about something – and how you felt because of that sup-
port. The children will think of some words that describe how someone might 
feel when coming back to school after a long absence, and then to think of 
ideas to help with any negative feelings. The children will share in the group 
and jot them down on a flipchart or on the whiteboard.   

2.Belonging and feeling safe at school 
The children will be sitting on chairs in a circle and reminded, at the 
beginning of every Jigsaw lesson, that we will help our minds to calm 
down so that we are ready to learn. We will use the ‘Calm Me’ script 
and the Jigsaw Chime. The children will open their minds. Everyone 
stands in a space and adopts the starfish pose (arms and legs 
stretched out to the sides, taking up as much space as possible). En-
courage the children to take deep breaths and fill up their lungs, then 
breathe out slowly. The children will discuss their feelings about 
school. 
  

3. Reconnecting with friends 
The children will start off in this session playing a 
warm up game called ‘Play lap, lap, clap, tap’ (clap on 
lap twice, clap hands together once, tap both hands on 
table once, the teacher will shout out  lap, lap, 
clap, tap in a regular rhythm). Then replace 
the tap with someone’s name, e.g. lap, lap, 
clap Josh. Then Josh says lap, lap, clap and adds 
someone else’s name e.g. lap, lap, clap, Ant. Continue 
until everyone has had a turn. The game will be 
played again and this time instead of saying a person’s 
name, add in something you enjoy doing with friends 
e.g. lap, lap, clap, fishing. Children will be asked: Have 
you been able to keep doing those things through lock-
down? Have you missed anything about your friends/
being with your friends?  This session will help the 
children to reconnect with their friends. 

. 

 


